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BEAVERFIT RANGE SOLUTIONS
BeaverFit Special Operations Equipment provides tactical training and support solutions
to our warfighters: professionals whose lethality and survivability are dependent on their
marksmanship, maneuvering and close combat skills. Recognizing that our customers are
serious professionals engaged in serious work, BeaverFit SOE Range Solutions are highly
customized to each end user’s specific training needs and requirements. We strive to ensure
our products are as tough, reliable and adaptable as those who depend on them.
Military personnel intimately understand the importance of urban combat skills such as firing
from non-traditional positions and making forced entries. BeaverFit SOE Range Solutions are
designed specifically for the development of these combat skills. As with all SOE solutions,
human performance components are also included to replicate the high heart rate environment
of combat.

WE CREATE WHAT DOES NOT YET EXIST

BeaverFit Range Solutions are custom designed in consultation with each customer to meet their specific unit
and mission requirements. Each solution includes components that create realistic high stress and high heart
rate environments to simulate the various challenges faced in true operational and deployed settings.

RANGE LOCKER				
						
The BeaverFit RANGE LOCKER enables next level training for close and medium distance
marksmanship. Developed around the “train as you fight” concept, this unique solution includes human
performance equipment to create a high heart rate training environment with the ability to manually
breach doors, fire from behind barricades, on high-angle pitchable roof platforms, or on removable
unstable shooting platforms. The integrated barricade receivers accept standard size plywood
sheets, enabling easy and effective change-outs of barricade and aperture designs as needed.

MOBILE RANGE LOCKER				
						
The BeaverFit Mobile Range Locker combines all of the critical features of the Range Locker and
packages them together into a much smaller, mobile footprint. The rugged, off-road trailer can be
pulled using either a ball or pintle hitch and comes with a complement of steel targetry. Take your
range on (or off) the road with you!

BREACH LOCKER			
						
Units that utilize Methods of Entry have significant variation in which methods they utilize.
As such, we have created a number of different bespoke breaching lockers. Our capabilities
span manual, mechanical/hydraulic, exothermic, ballistic, and explosive methods of entry.

MANUAL BREACH DOOR			
						
The new BeaverFit Ram/Pry Breaching Door is a
significant update to existing manual breach doors.
A true Ram/Pry door, it swings open in both directions,
assisted by an adjustable jam, with strike faces on both
sides. Locking dowels inserted through the throw and
accurately placed deadbolts combined with a physical
knob force correct tool placement and utilization.
Because it swings both ways and has dual strike faces,
a single door can be used to train for both left- and
right-hand opening doors.
The BeaverFit Manual Breach Door can be mounted
into any of our structures or operate independently in
freestanding mode.
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